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A newly published policy document reiterates Russia’s stance for nuclear weapons use against
conventional weapons. Sergei Chirikov / EPA / TASS

President Vladimir Putin signed a nuclear deterrence policy document Tuesday which
reaffirms Russia's allowance of first nuclear strikes in retaliation to non-nuclear attacks.

Its publication, which has until now has been classified, comes less than a year before the last
major U.S.-Russian nuclear arms control treaty is set to expire without extension. The world’s
two biggest nuclear powers exited another landmark strategic arms accord last year after
accusing each other of violating it.

Related article: Trump Wants a Nuclear Deal. Why Is This Bad News for Moscow?

“Aggression against Russia with the use of conventional weapons when the very existence of
the state is threatened” is one of four circumstances that the new document clears Russia to
use nuclear weapons.

http://publication.pravo.gov.ru/Document/View/0001202006020040
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It reiterates Russia’s stance for nuclear weapons use against conventional weapons under the
2010 military doctrine.

The 2020 policy document also reserves Russia’s nuclear weapons use against nuclear
weapons or “reliable information” of ballistic missile launches against Russia or its allies, as
well as “action” against critical Russian state or military facilities.

Russia reserves the right to revise the fundamentals of its nuclear deterrence policy
“depending on internal and external factors impacting defense provision,” the document
states.

Russia has expressed deeper misgivings over U.S. nuclear policy after Washington pulled out
of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF) in August 2019, citing violations by
Russia that Moscow denies.

The 2010 New START accord, which limits the number of deployable long-range nuclear
warheads, is now the only remaining arms control treaty between the U.S. and Russia.

U.S. President Donald Trump has announced he wants to strike a nuclear pact with Russia. In
response, the Kremlin’s spokesman urged the Russian and U.S. foreign policy chiefs to step up
negotiations before the New START Treaty expires in February 2021.
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